We assess and compare different methods for including leading threshold logarithms at nextto-leading-power in prompt photon production at hadron colliders, for both the direct and parton fragmentation mechanisms. We do this in addition to next-to-leading logarithmic threshold and joint resummation at leading power. We study the size of these effects and their scale variations for LHC kinematics. We find that the next-to-leading power effects have a noticeable effect on the photon transverse momentum distribution, typically of order O(10%), depending on the method of inclusion. Our results indicate that next-to-leading power terms can reduce the scale dependence of the distribution considerably. † Deceased. We dedicate this paper to his memory.
Introduction
We consider the production of a prompt photon with a given transverse momentum p T in hadronic collisions. This production can either proceed directly or through fragmentation of a parton. The corresponding perturbative QCD description can involve sizable corrections from soft and collinear parton emissions. These follow from the presence of a threshold at S = 4p T 2 and take the form of large logarithmic corrections [1, 2] . This is a general property of hadronic cross-sections differential in a variable ξ expressing the distance to threshold, which may be written schematically as 
The first term in (1) gathers all plus distributions in ξ. The all-order resummation of such terms has been extensively researched, leading to a variety of successful resummation approaches. In the diagrammatic approach, which we use here, the set of diagrams most relevant for the crosssection near threshold is factorized into hard, soft and jet functions. All-order expressions are then constructed for each [1, 2] . For direct prompt photon production this led to threshold resummation at next-to-leading logarithmic (NLL) accuracy [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] , including partial results at higher order derived from resummation. This was extended to include production via fragmentation [9] [10] [11] .
A somewhat different approach based on the renormalization group was taken in [12] . Prompt photon threshold resummation was also performed in the context of soft-collinear effective theory (SCET) [13, 14] , where the hard, soft and jet functions are each described by their own effective theory, matched together appropriately; resummation then follows from renormalization group evolution and matching conditions among these functions. Results at next-to-next-to-leading logarithmic (NNLL) accuracy for single-particle inclusive kinematics were obtained in [13] [14] [15] , and at full N 3 LL accuracy in [16] . In [17, 18] it was shown, to NLL accuracy, that threshold logarithms can be resummed jointly with recoil corrections. This joint resummation has been applied to direct prompt photon production in [19] , heavy quark production in [20] , BSM processes in [21] [22] [23] and to vector boson and Higgs production in [24, 25] . The latter references introduced resummation via PDF evolution, which we use in the present paper as well. Joint resummation for vector boson production was extended to NNLL accuracy in [26] , and was improved in [27] to match better to single resummation results. Joint resummation beyond NLL accuracy was also achieved in the SCET framework [28] .
The second term in (1) corresponds to virtual contributions, the exact knowledge of which is important for exact fixed order calculations, which are now known to next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) [29] . The third term contains all integrable logarithmic effects, which are suppressed by one power of ξ with respect to the first term. These next-to-leading power (NLP) corrections have been the subject of much recent research, and are the focus of the present study for the case of prompt photon production. Logarithmic NLP terms have been shown to be numerically significant in certain scattering processes [30, 31] . The structure of such subleading soft corrections was first clarified in refs. [32, 33] , with ref. [34] extending this analysis to massless particles. Using path-integral methods ref. [35] constructed effective Feynman rules for next-to-soft emissions and showed that a large class of NLP contributions exponentiates, specifically those arising from emissions off external lines. This was confirmed in a diagrammatic analysis [36] . Another approach, using physical evolution kernels, achieved the resummation of logarithmic NLP corrections for Drell-Yan and Higgs production [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] .
At leading power, resummation is intimately related to factorization of soft and collinear divergences [42] . In [43, 44] a NLP factorization formula based on [34] was shown to have considerable predictive power among NLP logarithms. A first principles NLP factorization analysis in the context of Yukawa theory was undertaken in [45] [46] [47] . Related analyses have been carried out in the SCET framework [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] and results using either diagrammatic or effective theory methods have been shown to be potentially useful for improving the accuracy of fixed-order calculations [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] . Recently, the SCET framework has been used to demonstrate that the leading-logarithmic (LL) NLP contributions to Drell-Yan production can indeed be resummed [59] . Preliminary studies [67] [68] [69] were performed for the resummation of a large class of leading logarithmic (LL with m = 2n − 1) NLP terms for direct production of prompt photons, in both threshold and joint resummation. In this paper we extend this work in a number of new directions. First, we now include the fragmentation mechanism, which requires additional colour structures in the hard scattering. Second, we assess different approaches to include initial and final state NLP terms and analyze them for both threshold and joint resummation. We furthermore examine the effect of including the NLP terms on the scale dependence of the resummed cross-section. Finally, we use the prompt photon process as a case study of NLP effects for a final state containing color-charged particles, providing numerical studies to assess the size of the NLP terms. The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we review the threshold and joint resummed photon p T distribution, and discuss the inclusion of NLP effects for the initial and final state. In section 3 we assess the numerical impact of these corrections, and we conclude in section 4. In appendix A we collect explicit expressions for quantities listed in section 2, while in appendix B we compare the NLO expansion of our resummed expressions at NLP with exact results.
Resummation
We consider the inclusive transverse momentum distribution of photons produced at fixed p T in proton-proton collisions
where h A,B refers to the two incoming protons and X to the unobserved part of the final state. The lowest order QCD processes producing the photon directly at partonic center-of-mass (CM) energy √ s are
where in the second reaction q stands for both quark and anti-quark. The partonic momenta p a and p b are related to the hadronic ones via p a = x a p A and p b = x b p B . In the CM frame of the initial state particles it is convenient to parametrize the photon momentum p γ as
where p T and η are the transverse momentum and pseudorapidity of the photon, and we denote |p T | by p T . The minimum value of cosh(η) is equal to 1, therefore the partonic threshold is at s = 4p 2 T . The distance ξ to threshold in (1) can be written as
The hadronic equivalent ofx T is denoted as
. Apart from the partonic processes that produce the photon directly there are contributions from 2 → 2 parton scattering
where the photon is subsequently produced by fragmentation of final state parton c. In this paper the fragmenting parton will be either a quark or anti-quark (since gluons only couple to photons at one order higher in α s ). Fig. 1 schematically illustrates the direct and fragmentation production processes. Note that the fragmentation component contributes at O(αα s ). Although it is sub-dominant, i.e. the fragmentation function behaves as 1/N [5] , threshold resummation can substantially enhance this component [9] , so that it must be taken into account in this analysis. The combined differential cross-section for prompt photon production is therefore a sum of two parts
where the two terms correspond to the subprocesses (3) and (4) . Note that we have rescaled both terms with powers of p T to make them dimensionless.
In what follows we assume that any radiation additional to the Born process modifies the final state only slightly, because it will be soft and/or collinear to initial or final state partons. In higher order corrections, powers of the threshold logarithm ln(1 −x 2 T ) will appear. These can be resummed in the framework of either threshold or joint resummation, both of which we now review.
Threshold resummation
The p T distribution for the direct production of a photon in hadronic collisions may be described in the context of collinear factorization
where the sum is over parton flavours a, b and the parton distribution functions (PDFs) are indicated by f i/I (x i , µ F ). The scale µ F (µ) denotes the factorization (renormalization) scale. The partonic differential cross-section dσ/dp T has a perturbative expansion in α s . Near threshold, this expansion can be written as a 2 → 2 hard scattering subprocess dressed with additional soft and collinear radiation. At leading order, the p T distribution for the 2 → 2 partonic process is given by
with |M ab→γd (x 2 T )| 2 the color-and spin-averaged square of the lowest order amplitude. The effects of additional soft gluon radiation dominate the perturbative corrections in the regime wherê x 2 T → 1 and the resulting logarithms must be resummed to all orders in α s for the perturbative series to remain useful. It is convenient for us to work in Mellin space
where we have suppressed the scale dependence in the partonic cross-section. The threshold limit x 2 T → 1 corresponds to the Mellin moment limit N → ∞. To leading power in the threshold variable, one can factorize the additional soft and collinear radiation from the hard part of the scattering cross-section into soft and jet functions [3] [4] [5] [6] 8] . Resummation organizes the contributions of these into exponential form, and leads to the expression
where
ab→γd +O(α 2 s ) is the perturbative hard part of the scattering process. The large logarithmic corrections are organized in a function P abd (N, Q, µ F , µ), whose definition is shown on the second line. The initial state contributions are indicated by E PT a,b , the final state jet contribution by F d , and soft wide angle radiation is summarized by g abd . Expressions for these functions are given in appendix A. The hard scale of the process is denoted by Q, which will be chosen to be 2p T for our numerical studies. The hadronic resummed p T distribution now follows from substituting the expression for the resummed partonic distribution into (7) and taking an inverse Mellin transform, resulting in
where we have used
The inverse Mellin transform must formally be taken over a straight line that runs from c − i∞ to c + i∞ with c chosen such that it runs to the right of all singularities 1 . For better numerical convergence, it is useful to pick a contour C = C MP + y e iφ , where C MP > 0 is a real constant, φ is the angle with respect to the real N -axis and y runs from −∞ to 0 for φ = −φ MP and from 0 to ∞ for φ = φ MP , with φ MP > π/2 [71] . The threshold-resummed p T distribution for the fragmentation component can be derived [9] in analogy to the direct component and reads
There are two extra ingredients in this expression with respect to direct photon production. First, the N -space fragmentation function D γ/c (2N +1, µ F ) is included, corresponding to the probability of parton c fragmenting into a photon, where we have chosen the fragmentation scale equal to the factorization scale µ F . Second, there are now a larger number of color structures that can connect the external partons in this process. This results in a soft anomalous dimension matrix Γ s governing the soft wide angle emission. In a color basis in which Γ s is diagonal [6] the profile function P abcd is given by [9, 68] 
The sum on the last line runs over all possible color configurations I with G I ab→cd representing a relative weight for each color configuration such that I G I ab→cd = 1. The associated soft anomalous dimensions Γ I,(int) ab→cd (N ) are given by
which to NLL accuracy is equal to
Here b 0 is the first term of the beta function for the strong coupling (see appendix A) and λ = b 0 α s ln(N e γ E ). The coefficients D
I,ab→cd , the color weights G I ab→cd , the one loop hard matching coefficients C (1) ab→cd , and the N -space expression for the p T distribution of the partonic subprocess ab → cd are given in the appendix of [10] . Note that we use a Mellin transform of the partonic p T distribution shifted by N → N − 1 with respect to the expressions in [10] .
Joint resummation
Joint resummation takes into account the recoil of the hard scattering process against additional radiated partons with collective transverse momentum Q T . This implies that the photon transverse momentum to be produced by the hard scattering is only p T = p T − Q T /2, which effectively lowers the partonic threshold. The corresponding new scaling variable isx 2
is the invariant mass of the photon-parton pair in the recoil frame. The variables
It was shown in [17, 19] that resummation of threshold and recoil logarithms can be jointly performed for sufficiently small values of |Q T | ≡ Q T . The expression for the joint-resummed p T distribution of the direct component reads 2 [17, 67, 68] 
Singular Q T behavior is readily organized using an impact parameter b, hence the Fourier transform in the third line of this equation. The kinematic factor linking the threshold and recoil effects
arises due to the inverse Mellin transform over x 2 T . Finally, the exponential factors are included in the "profile" function P abd and differ from those of threshold resummation by their b = |b|
with specific expressions given in appendix A. The parameterμ in the third line of (14) acts as a cut-off on the recoil transverse momentum to avoid the singularity in the kinematic factor at p T = Q T /2, where the assumption that Q T is small compared to p T is not valid. This singularity is not present in the NLO calculation, but signals the case where the full transverse momentum of the photon in the CM frame is given by the recoil. Note that the threshold-resummed result follows immediately from (14) if one neglects Q T in the kinematic factor in the second line of (14), upon which the Q T integral sets b to zero, and (9) is recovered. The joint-resummed expression for the fragmentation component is derived in analogy to the direct component [10, 17, 69] . The result is similar to (10) , with again b dependence in the exponents, and with the kinematic factor linking recoil and threshold effects
The avoidance of the singular case where Q T = 2p T may in fact be treated alternatively to using a cut-off [8] , with better numerical behaviour.
Treatment of the kinematic singularity at
We shall avoid the singularity in the kinematic factor (15) by the approximation proposed in [8]
Using (18) in (14) and (17), one sees that the integral over
This delta function may be used to perform the integral over d 2 b, which fixes b = i(N + 1)/p T . The difference between this way of handling the kinematic singularity and usingμ can be seen in fig. 2 . The joint-resummed NLL cross-section for combined direct component and fragmentation component is shown for different values ofμ, and for the approximated kinematic factor. One sees that at low fixed values ofμ, there is a large discrepancy between the two methods. The discrepancy decreases when using a higher value forμ, but one then runs into numerical instabilities for the calculation of the differential cross-section at small p T . Alternatively one might use a p T -dependent cut-off, such asμ = p T . This agrees much better with the Figure 2 : NLL joint-resummed p T distribution for different values ofμ compared to the approximation of the kinematic factor as given in (18) (solid black line). The other lines correspond tō µ = 5 GeV (dotted),μ = 10 GeV (dash-dotted), and taking a variable cut-off ofμ = p T (dashed). The ratio K in the lower pane is of the cut-off results with respect to the kinematic approximation. The spike at very small p T in theμ = 10 GeV curve is due to the singularity in the kinematic factor of (17). approximation result. The approximation in (18) has the significant added benefit of being much more stable numerically, due to the smaller number of integrals, which are reduced from five for the cut-off method to one. In our numerical results, presented in section 3, we therefore choose this method to handle the kinematic singularity. However, this choice does have some impact on the resummed expression, and leads to leading logarithms at NLP, as we now discuss. The initial state exponent for joint resummation reads [19] 
whereN = N e γ E and J 0 and K 0 are Bessel functions. The function A a is written as a perturbative expansion in the strong coupling:
with A
(1,2) a listed in appendix A. The second line constitutes the large N approximation of the DGLAP evolution. Note that the logarithm and the K 0 Bessel function in E joint a cancel in the limit k T → 0, since
Using that
The term E leading a , when combined with E DGLAP a in (19) , can be recognized as the exponent for threshold resummation for the initial state. To see this, note that E leading a vanishes for small values of x = 2N k T Q ; for larger values of x, the Bessel function K 0 (x) is exponentially suppressed. Since K 0 (x) is symmetric in x, we can write, to NLP accuracy,
The resulting expression for E thres
This can be rewritten so that the connection to threshold resummation is more transparent
where we used the NLL approximation [72] −θ(
Carrying out the integrals yields
where α s ≡ α s (µ 2 ), λ ≡ α s b 0 lnN and the explicit forms of h
a and h (1) a are given in appendix A. We now turn our attention to the second term in (22) . As noted before, b = i(N + 1)/p T is set to zero by neglecting Q T in the kinematic factor, which sets I 0
The term in the second line in (22) is therefore purely caused by a recoil, as it is only non-zero in the presence of Q T . To compute E recoil a we use leading order running of the strong coupling to change α s (k 2 T ) to α s in (22) , and expand the I 0 Bessel function (using Q = 2p T ) as
In [8] only the first term in this expansion was used, here we need the second term as it gives rise to an NLP contribution. The leading asymptotic behaviour at large N is given by
Thus, the approximation of the kinematic factor has led to a NNLL correction to the threshold initial state exponent at LP, but a LL correction at NLP. Note that these effects stem from (nextto-)soft non-collinear momentum configurations of the emitted gluon and are only generated by a non-zero impact parameter b. The contribution shows an NLP effect of non-collinear soft radiation in single-particle inclusive cross-sections. The strictly collinear information is isolated in E thres a (N, Q, µ F , µ). To summarize, the initial state exponent for joint resummation now reads
We will use this expression for the NLL joint-resummed results presented in section 3. In the next section, we will see how we can modify E thres a (N, Q, µ F , µ) to include NLP terms.
Initial state threshold logarithms at next-to-leading power
To include initial state NLP terms in (29) at LL accuracy we shall follow two approaches and subsequently compare them. In the first approach [30] we modify the exponent by including O(1 − z) corrections in the z-dependent integral of (24) . In the second, following [24] , we rewrite the exponent in order to isolate a term that extends parton evolution to the complex scale Q/N . Let us review these approaches.
For Drell-Yan and Higgs production it was argued in [30, 67] that in order to include leading logarithmic corrections at NLP one may simply replace 3
in the initial state exponent (24) , which then becomes
Here, h a is of order 1/N , and is given in appendix A. A recent LL resummation study at NLP for Drell-Yan [59] confirms this. As we discuss below, this choice reproduces at NLP the leading logarithms at NLO. In the second approach the starting point instead is (23) , which can be reorganized as
One may add a term that is zero at NLL accuracy
where the first order term of B a can be found in appendix A. The first term is slightly different (indicated by the hat) from E thres a in (26) , which now readŝ
a listed in appendix A. The second term E evol a can be interpreted as extending evolution of the parton distribution functions from µ F to the complex scale Q/N , since the large N expansions of the diagonal splitting functions P(N ) and P gg (N ) are given by (see section 2.4.1)
To now include NLP effects one can replace [24] the integrand of E evol a with the full splitting function and perform the extended evolution. In the next section we will verify that the LP NLL expression for E thres a (N, Q, µ F , µ) will remain the same with this replacement.
Similarity between the two approaches at LP
To see the similarity between the two approaches, let us recall some technical aspects of evolution of the parton distribution functions (PDFs). For our purposes we only need a brief description, more details can be found in [73] [74] [75] [76] . The N -space DGLAP equations read, schematically,
where E and P are functions of α s and N in the case of the non-singlet (NS) evolution, and 2 × 2 matrices of such functions in the case of the singlet (S) evolution. This equation can be solved to each order in perturbation theory by writing P (N ) as a perturbative series
with the explicit N -space expressions for the one and two-loop splitting functions P (0) (N ) and P (1) (N ) given in appendix B of [77] . PDF evolution is encoded in the evolution matrices E
where µ 0 and µ are the initial and final scale of evolution, respectively. To compare the modified exponent (ME) and the PDF evolution approach, let us first examine the non-singlet case. The extended NS evolution at NLO accuracy of an initial state parton from the factorization scale µ F to the complex scale Q/N reads
The running of α s is governed by the beta function
The explicit forms of the first two coefficients b 0 and b 1 are given in appendix A. To NLL accuracy we must use the NLO beta function (i.e. including b 0 and b 1 ) for the LO evolution exponent (the second line of (39)). The LO beta function (including b 0 only) is sufficient to NLL accuracy for the first line of (39) . This results in
One observes that the LO running of the strong coupling introduces a dependence on the scale that is of NNLL accuracy and only vanishes for Q = µ F . We therefore truncate (41) to NLL accuracy
resulting in the following expression for the NS evolution matrix
We must also expand the functions P
NS (N ) and P
NS (N ) (given in appendix B of [77] ) to NLL accuracy. The large N approximation of P (0) NS is given by
To get an expression for E NS (Q 2 /N 2 , µ 2 F ) accurate to NLL order, the P
NS factor in the second exponent of (43), i.e. the one that is not multiplied with α s , will be expanded to O(1). The other P (0) NS factor will be expanded to O(lnN ). For P (1) NS (N ) we only need the O(lnN ) term
Now we can use these expansions in (43), which gives
Adding this result toÊ thres a (N, Q, µ) in (33) results in the correct expression for E thres a (N, Q, µ F , µ) at NLL accuracy. For singlet evolution we can arrive at a similar conclusion when one neglects the off-diagonal contributions. Therefore, we find that there are no spurious terms created at LP NLL accuracy by replacing E evol a (N, Q, µ F , µ) in (33) with an extended evolution of the PDFs.
Differences between methods at the next-to-leading power level
Having shown the equivalence of both methods to NLL accuracy at LP we can now include NLP terms in each, and compare them. For the ME approach, we include the NLP terms via (30) . We will refer to this as option 1. We have several options in the extended PDF evolution approach. Let us start with the non-singlet case. The first option (2a) is to upgrade the large N splitting functions by adding the
A brief calculation shows that this results in exactly the same ln N/N term as for the ME approach, which is encoded in h a of (31). In addition (option 2b) we can upgrade P
NS with its O(1/N ) approximation. Finally (option 2c), we can keep the full form of P (0) NS and P (1) NS . Instead of truncating the evolution of the strong coupling to NLL order, we will also use the NLO evolution of α s in option 2b and 2c.
In the singlet case, the off-diagonal components of the splitting matrix vanish if one expands the splitting matrices P (0,1) S and ignores the terms of O(1/N ). This leads to the same result as in the ME approach. A complication arises if we want to expand the splitting matrices to O(1/N ); one must solve a coupled set of equations, leading to an equation for the evolution matrix that is not exponentiated. This can already be seen at the LO level, where the solution is of the form
Here, λ 1,2 are the eigenvalues of P
S and e 1,2 are projection matrices defined as
By including the off-diagonal components of the splitting functions, one allows for the emission of (soft) quarks. This changes the identity of the emitter and is not in the spirit of soft gluon resummation, but it does give rise to NLP contributions [61, 78] . Finally, also for the singlet case we have the option to evolve with the full splitting matrices.
To summarize, in section 3 we shall study four approaches to include NLP terms:
1) A modified initial state resummation coefficient, where h a (λ, α s ) is added to (26) in the case of threshold resummation, and (29) in the case of joint resummation. 2a) Perform an extended evolution of the initial state partons from µ F to Q/N , keeping only the diagonal terms in the splitting functions. The full exponential form of the evolution equation is kept (like in (43) ). The coupling constant is evolved with the NLO beta function for the term proportional to ln
and with the LO beta function for the term proportional to α s (Q 2 /N 2 ) − α s (µ 2 F ). Similarly, P (0) is expanded to O(1/N ) and P (1) is expanded to O(lnN ). Note that this method should give the same result as the ME approach only for µ F = Q, as the LO beta function introduces a dependence on the scales which is of NNLL order (see (41) ). 2b) Evolve the partons from µ F to Q/N , including the non-diagonal terms in the singlet case.
Expand the splitting functions to O(1/N ). The NLO beta function is used to evolve α s . 2c) Evolve the partons from µ F to Q/N and keep the full form of all splitting functions. The NLO beta function is used to evolve α s .
Let us comment on what NLP terms we take into account with each option. In option 1 and 2a we include the effect of next-to-soft collinear gluons that are emitted from either one of the initial state partons, as we only include the O(1 − z) part of the diagonal splitting function. With option 2b (and 2c) we also allow for the emission of collinear quarks. This results in an NLP LL contribution when the quark momentum becomes soft-collinear [61, 78] . As the full NLO beta function (i.e. including b 0 and b 1 in (40)) is used to evolve α s , we also include terms that are beyond NLP LL order in option 2b (and 2c). All these options only include the effects of collinear parton emission. For our joint resummation results we also include an NLP LL term (28), created by non-collinear gluon emissions, in each of the options.
Final state next-to-leading power terms
For the non-fragmenting final state parton, we include NLP terms by a modification of the final state exponent, as shown in (30). The final state exponent then reads [79] 
with each of the functions f
and f d listed in appendix A. For the fragmenting final state parton we will compare again two ways of taking into account the NLP terms. In option 1 we modify the final state exponent for parton c, in analogy to parton d [68] . This results in an exponent for the fragmenting final state parton of the form
The functions h
and h c are the same ones as in (31) . This approach will contain the leading NLP terms stemming from gluons radiated from the fragmenting leg. In our second approach (2a) we include the NLP effects through an extended evolution of the fragmentation function. The additional complication here is that the evolution equation for the photon fragmentation function is not homogeneous. To leading order the non-singlet evolution equation for D γ/c (N, µ F ) is given by
where the Mellin-space photon-parton splitting functions k(N ) and the purely partonic splitting functions P (N ) are
where α is the electromagnetic fine structure coupling. The explicit forms of k (i) (N ) are given in [80] . To solve the differential equation in (51) one can split D γ/c (N, µ 2 ) into a homogeneous part and an inhomogeneneous point-like term D PL γ/c (N, µ 2 ). The inhomogeneous term will result in a correction that is of NLP order. To see this consider the NLO NS solution of the point-like (inhomogeneous) term [80] 
2πb 0 , and P (0) , U , k (0) and k (1) are all functions of the Mellin moment N .
For the NS case, P (0) and U commute and U is given by
Defining
≡ P and writing as usual α s ≡ α s (µ 2 ) , the inhomogeneous term can be written as
The factor k (0) is proportional to 
This shows that the extended evolution will give us terms that are of the same order as the leading NLP terms in the homogeneous part. By adding (59) to the homogeneous solution, one can include the ln N/N effects of the fragmenting final state. The homogeneous term will be treated as in option 2a for the initial state. The second option in this approach is to evolve the fragmentation function to the complex scale Q/N with the full evolution equation. We call this option 2c, as it is closely related to option 2c to include the NLP terms for the initial state. To summarize, we will compare the following ways of including the NLP terms for the fragmenting final state:
1) Modification of the final state exponent (50).
2a) Using (59) for the inhomogeneous term and using option 2a of the initial state for the homogeneous term.
2c) Performing the full evolution of the fragmentation functions from µ F to Q/N .
In the last two sub-sections we have indicated different approaches of including NLP terms for the joint or threshold resummed production of prompt photons. A listing of which LL NLP results are captured at NLO by our resummed expression is given in appendix B. The LL NLP terms that we do not catch can be classified in three categories. First, some of the terms have a noncollinear origin [78] . These cannot be reproduced via a modification of the splitting/fragmentation functions, as these only contain collinear effects. A second category follows from the modification of the hard scattering kinematics as a result of the next-to-soft gluon emission [62, 78] . The O(1 − z) expansion of the Born function is then multiplied with a LL LP term, which results in an NLP logarithm. There terms are not included in the present study. A third set of LL NLP terms not included is due to NLP phase space effects. However, we do capture all LL NLP effects that have a collinear origin for both gluon and quark emission.
In the next section we will numerically examine the effects of including the (next-to-soft) collinear NLP terms via the different approaches. Note that whenever we will use option 2b to include the initial state NLP terms, we will use option 2a to include the final state NLP terms unless explicitly stated otherwise.
Numerical studies
In this section we perform the numerical assessment of the various ways of including NLP terms we discussed in the previous section. For this we consider the case of the LHC operating at a center-of-mass energy of √ S = 13 TeV. For the parton distributions we use the central MMHT set [81] , corresponding to α s (M 2 Z ) = 0.120. For the fragmentation function, which are rather poorly known [82, 83] , we use the results of [84] . We evolve the PDFs, the fragmentation function and the strong coupling in N -space using the code of [71] in the variable flavor number scheme. Further choices for the input parameters are as follows: m c = 1.4 GeV, m b = 4.5 GeV, m t = 175 GeV and we set the factorization scale µ F equal to the renormalization scale µ. We checked that the results presented below do not change significantly when µ F = µ. The hard scale Q is set to 2p T and µ is chosen equal to Q unless stated otherwise. For the LP direct threshold-resummed p T distributions we use (9) , and for the LP fragmentation results we use (10) . As shown in section 2.3, the approximation of the kinematic factor in (18) results in a recoil term that is added to the initial state threshold exponent for the joint-resummed results (see (29) ). The various ways to include initial and final state NLP effects are described in sections 2.4 and 2.5.
We begin by showing in fig. 3 the ratio of the threshold-resummed to the joint-resummed combined p T distribution for four levels of accuracy. One observes that the ratio of threshold to joint resummation lies between 0.7 and 0.9, i.e. the p T distribution is enhanced by joint resummation by about 10 − 30% with respect to threshold resummation. The difference between the two distributions decreases for higher p T values. The ratio does not change significantly under variations of µ.
In fig. 4 we show the relative contributions of the direct and fragmentation components to the combined joint-resummed p T distribution for three scale choices and different levels of accuracy. 
Initial state NLP terms
We show in fig. 5 the results for the combined joint-resummed p T distribution, where initial state NLP terms are included with the various options listed in section 2.4. The final state NLP terms are not included here. One observes that the ME approach (option 1) and the diagonal extended evolution of the PDFs (option 2a) give the same correction at µ = Q, as explained in item 2a in section 2.4. The ratio of option 1 to option 2a shows a slight dependence on the scale, which is caused by the NNLL scale dependent terms in (41) . The NLP terms included via either option 1 or option 2a correspond to a correction to the combined p T distribution of about 10% at large p T (close to threshold), and about 20% at lower p T values. These numbers hold for both the direct and fragmentation components at the central scale. The off-diagonal extended evolution of the PDFs to NLP LL accuracy (option 2b) diminishes the NLP contribution for a central scale of µ = Q. This is caused by a relative sign difference between the diagonal and off-diagonal O(1/N ) terms of the singlet splitting functions. This relative contribution is however strongly dependent on the scale. For a scale choice of µ = Q/2, one observes a positive contribution from the extended evolution, while for µ = 2Q the relative contribution is negative. When we allow for the full form of the splitting functions (option 2c), we see a large correction of −40% for small p T values and −10% for larger p T for µ = Q. Again this relative correction has a large scale dependence.
Final state NLP terms
The effect of the final state NLP terms on the joint-resummed p T distribution is shown in fig. 6 . The initial state NLP terms are not included here. The left (right) figure shows the contribution to the direct (fragmentation) component. We observe a clear difference between the direct and fragmentation NLP results. The direct component is affected by final state NLP terms through the modified final state exponent for the unobserved parton. This yields a modest −5% to −2% difference with respect to the LP NLL result. Just as for LP terms, we observe that final state NLP corrections suppress the resummed distribution. Option 2a and 2c do not change the direct component as it contains no fragmentation function. For the fragmentation component we observe that the ME approach hardly results in a correction to the NLL result. This is due to a cancellation between the exponents E PT c and F d in (11) . The final state LL NLP diagonal evolution of the fragmentation function (option 2a) does not coincide with the ME approach, in contrast to the initial state case. This can be understood, as the fragmentation component has a different N dependence than the resummed exponent (it depends on 2N + 1 rather than N , see (10) ) and this creates spurious 1/N terms. Option 2a modifies the NLL differential cross-section by about 10% for large p T . If one allows a full evolution of the fragmentation function (option 2c), the differential cross-section is modified by 10% for small p T values and 5% at very large p T .
Combined result
The result after the inclusion of both the initial and final state NLP terms can be seen in fig. 7 , where we show the combined joint-resummed p T distribution for three scales. We observe that the ratio of option 1 to the LP NLL resummed result amounts to a 10 − 20% correction and is robust under scale variations. On the other hand, the ratios that are obtained with the evolution approaches (option 2b and 2c) are highly scale dependent. In fig. 8 we can observe that the scale dependence of these ratios is in fact caused by the LP NLL joint-resummed p T distribution. The distributions obtained with option 2b (and 2c) are robust under variations of scale. We see that the NLP result obtained via option 1 also shows a large scale dependence. The scale dependence of the LP NLL result is therefore inherited by the result obtained using option 1, hence in their ratios shown in fig 7 we do not observe the large scale dependence. It is interesting to observe a significant decrease in scale dependence only after including the off-diagonal components of the splitting functions (option 2b for the initial state). The notable scale dependence at LP NLL for the joint-resummed p T distribution is connected to the indicated size contribution of the NLP corrections. More specifically, a diminishing of the LP scale dependence requires higher power terms, which is indeed what we find here.
The origin of the large scale dependence observed for option 1 can be seen in fig. 9 . The direct component does not show a large dependence on the scale, and for large p T values the dependence even vanishes. The fragmentation component however depends considerably on the scale for option 1. At large p T it shows a ±20% scale variation, which at small p T becomes ±60%. As noted before, the scale dependence was already present in the LP NLL result and the inclusion of only next-to-soft gluon emission does not decrease it. As can be seen in fig. 10 , using option 2b for the initial and option 2a for the final state NLP terms, the scale dependence of the fragmentation component is reduced tremendously. The scale dependence nearly vanishes for p T above 10 GeV, and grows to about 15% at very low p T . This suggests that the emission of soft quarks plays an important role in stabilizing the dependence of differential distributions on scale variations. 
Conclusions
In this paper we investigated for prompt photon production the difference between two previously proposed methods to include dominant ln N/N effects for joint resummation at NLL accuracy. These next-to-leading-power effects can be included either by modifying the resummation exponentials [30, 67] , or by extending the evolution of the PDFs and fragmentation functions to N -dependent scales [24] . Both approaches only modify the initial or final state exponents, which capture all effects that are of collinear origin. We do not include non-collinear next-to-soft emission of partons, shifts of the hard scattering kinematics as a result of next-to-soft gluon emission, or the effects of the NLP phase space [78] . By using the modified exponent approach for the initial state, one only accounts for the (next-to-)soft collinear gluon LL NLP contributions. This approach agrees exactly with the evolution approach if one only includes the diagonal splitting functions truncated to the right logarithmic order. There is an O(10%) difference between the modified exponent approach and the evolution approach for the final state. This is due to the fragmentation function depending on 2N + 1 rather than N (see (10) ). The correction obtained by including (next-to-)soft collinear gluon emission for both the initial and final state is about 10% for high p T values and 20% for low p T . The off-diagonal components of the splitting functions represent the process where an initial state gluon splits into a quark-antiquark pair, or an initial state (anti-)quark splits into a gluon (anti-) quark pair. These contributions result in a NLP LL correction. The correction that is obtained by including both gluon and quark emission at NLP LL accuracy diminishes at central scale, which is caused by a sign difference between the diagonal and off-diagonal part of the splitting functions. However, at different scale choices, the correction can grow to more than 40% for small p T values and 20% for large p T . This is due to the fact that the LP NLL resummed result is heavily scale dependent, and this dependence is greatly reduced by the inclusion of soft quark emission. This shows that soft quark emission is relevant at next-to-leading power [61, 78] and deserves further attention.
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A Exponents
Here we list the exponents used in this paper. The initial state exponents for the LL and NLL case without inclusion of the ln N/N -terms are given by
where λ = b 0 α s lnN and α s ≡ α s (µ 2 ). The function h that is added to account for the ln N/N terms is
For the case when evolving the parton distribution functions down to Q/N , the initial state exponents are given by:
In the case of joint resummation, the recoil correction term that is added in both cases is given by
The coefficients A (n) a are given by:
with C q = C F and C g = C A . Also we have
In these equations
and T R = 1/2, C A = 3 and C F = 4 3 . The number of active flavors is denoted by n f . The final state exponents involve the functions
Our definition of Q 2 differs by a factor of 1 2 from the definition of ref. [4] . To be able to compare our results to the first threshold resummation result that was computed in this reference, we add the term [85] − A
to (70) . This term originates from setting Q 2 → 2Q 2 in the initial state and final state exponents. The terms that are added to account for the NLP effects of the final state parton read
The wide-angle soft radiation exponents in (16) are given by
The explicit forms of C (ab→γd) δ (α s ,x 2 T ) of (14) can be found in [4, 5] . The hard scattering matching coefficients C (ab→cd) δ (α s ,x 2 T ) in (17) are calculated by expanding the resummed cross-section to O(α 3 s ) and matching to the fixed order NLO result in ref. [86] .
B Comparison with NLO
In this appendix we compare the results of the modified exponent and the extended evolution approaches with the fixed order NLO calculation [87] [88] [89] . The NLO cross section can be written in the following form
with d = 4 − 2ε the number of dimensions, and |A| 2 indicates the squared amplitude summed (averaged) over final (initial) state colours and spins. The azimuthal angles of the final state unobserved partons are given by θ 1 and θ 2 in the CM frame and the variables v and w are defined as
The phase space measure for the collinear counter term is that of a two-body final state, and is given by
The full process at NLO consists of a three-body body final state, and the difference between its phase space measure and with that of the counterterm leads to a class of LP and NLP logarithms. After performing mass factorization and setting µ = Q, the cross section can be written as
where we have brought a common factor to the left and the ellipsis indicates contributions that do not correspond to LP or NLP logarithms. To compare with the resummation exponents, we transform these coefficients to N space. The Mellin moment is taken with respect to
where the integral over x 2 T is for convenience expressed [4] as two integrals over v and w. We extracted an overall factor of p 2 T 8xax b S to match the equations we use for the resummed differential distributions (e.g. (9)). Note that with this choice our N -space expressions differ from those presented in [4] . We now proceed to determine the various origins of the coefficients in (76) . We only consider the two channels in which the photon can be produced directly, see (3) . The fragmentation channels can be analyzed analogously, hence we do not present them here. In [78] we have performed an NLP analysis of the prompt photon production process at NLO. We express these results here in the form of (76) and find for the→ ggγ channel 
Underneath the LL NLP terms we have indicated their origin. To compare these results with the threshold resummation formulae we expand (62) 
where we have used the following expressions for the v integrals 
As in the→ ggγ channel, the NLP logarithms that originate from (100) and (101) are not captured. The origin of the missing NLP logarithms in c 2 and c 4 is the expansion of the hard scattering matrix element (Low), associated with Low's theorem [32-34, 62, 78] . To capture these logarithms, one would need to modify the hard scattering functions and allow their momentum dependence to deviate from exact threshold. Next we show the mass factorized soft quark contributions 
Two separate origins contribute to the coefficient c 
which as indicated is part of option 2b and 2c, as can be seen if one expands the off-diagonal components of the splitting matrix. For the fragmentation contribution, the hard scattering process is qg → qg. The v integral in the Mellin moment is 
The N -space contribution of the fragmentation component after performing the w integral reads 
which is captured by option 2a and 2c as given in section 2.5,see (59) . The other two terms of (105) result in 
The NLP logarithm (Int), which is not included in our numerical results, is a consequence of the interference between an initial and final state soft (non-collinear) quark.
